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BLOCK-3 IMPACT OF GLOBALISATION IN INDIAN
CONTEXT
The previous Block has discussed about the various dimensions of globalisation such
as; economic, technological, political and cultural and also discussed various
consequences of globalisation. The present Block discusses the impact of globalisation
in Indian Context. It consists of four units. Unit 1 discusses impact of globalisation on
Indian culture. Unit 2 discusses impact and challenges posed by globalisation on
Indian educational system. Impact of globalisation on religion discusses in Unit 3.
Similarly, Unit 4 denotes both positive and negative impact of globalisation on gender
equality.
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INTRODUCTION

This unit focus on the important aspect of globalisation, the relationship between
globalisation and culture. And also briefly study the impact of globalisation on
culture in Indian context. Globalization is the process of interaction and integration
among people, companies, and governments worldwide. Globalization has
accelerated
since
the
18th
century
due
to
advances
in transportation and communication technology. This increase in global interactions
has caused a growth in international trade and the exchange of ideas and culture.
Globalization is primarily an economic process of interaction and integration that is
associated with social and cultural aspects.
1.2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit you would be able to:
 Understand the approaches of Globalisation and culture
 Explain the impact of globalization on Indian culture
1.3

GLOBALISATION AND CULTURE

Globalization is a process of increasing interdependence, interconnectedness and
integration of economies and societies to such an extent that an event in one part of
the globe affects people in other parts of world.
The effect of globalization is far reaching. It affects us all but affects us differently.
Thus, while for some it may mean new opportunities, for others the loss of
livelihood. Women silk spinners and twisters of Bihar lost their jobs once the
Chinese and Korean silk yarn entered the market. Weavers and consumers prefer this
yarn as it is somewhat cheaper and has a shine. Similar displacements have come
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with the entry of large fishing vessels into Indian waters. These vessels take away
the fish that used to be earlier collected by Indian fishing vessels. The livelihood of
women fish sorters, dryers, vendors and net makers thereby get affected. It is
obvious that globalization is of great social significance. But its impact on different
sections of society is very different. There are, therefore, sharply divided views
about the impact of globalization regarding its effect. Some believe that it is
necessary to herald a better world.
Globalization has both positive and negative effects all through the globe. May it be
business, trade, and work exposure or the economic and financial status of the
nation; no field is deserted from the scope of globalization. The culture and way of
living of any nation does not just depict the region and dialect of the locale, yet it
also shows with the attitude and mindset of its people. Indian culture is very rich for
its legacy and assets, and the warm approach of its residents. India is bunch of
flowers consisting of various religion, languages, food, cuisine and edibles,
convention, custom, music, craftsmanship and architecture and so forth, packaged
into a solitary unit of patriotism and solidarity. The common factor of these varieties
is the Indian attitude of greeting, welcoming, celebrating unitedly with immense
friendship and harmony. This is the rich embodiment of the Indian culture that has
pulled in numerous non-natives to remain back in India and blend into its
interminable fragrance. When we analyze this rich culture with the globalization
perspective, we can discover many inferences of westernization and blending of
different attributes and societies into our delightfully woven cover. As every coin has
two sides likewise globalization also has its positive and negative effects.
1.4

IMPACT OF GLOBALIZATION ON INDIAN CULTURE

The effects of globalization on Indian society and culture are as follows:

Access to education: On one hand globalisation has aided in the explosion of
information on the web that has helped in greater awareness among people. It
has also led to greater need for specialisation and promotion of higher education
in the country.
On the flip side the advent of private education, coaching classes and paid study
material has created a gap between the haves and have-nots. It has become
increasingly difficult for an individual to obtain higher education.


Growth of cities: It has been estimated that by 2050 more than 50% of India’s
population will live in cities. The boom of services sector and city centric job
creation has led to increasing rural to urban migration.



Indian cuisine: is one of the most popular cuisines across the globe.
Historically, Indian spices and herbs were one of the most sought after trade
commodities. Pizzas, burgers, Chinese foods and other Western foods have
become quite popular.
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Clothing: Traditional Indian clothes for women are the saris, suits, etc. and for
men, traditional clothes are the dhoti, kurta. Hindu married women also adorned
the red bindi and sindhur, but now, it is no more a compulsion. Rather, Indowestern clothing, the fusion of Western and Sub continental fashion is in trend.
Wearing jeans, t-shirts, miniskirts have become common among Indian girls.



Indian Performing Arts: The music of India includes multiples varieties of
religious, folk, popular, pop, and classical music. India’s classical music
includes two distinct styles: Carnatic and Hindustani music. It remains
instrumental to the religious inspiration, cultural expression and pure
entertainment. Indian dance too has diverse folk and classical forms.
Bharatanatyam, Kathak, Kathakali, Mohiniattam, Kuchipudi, Odissi are popular
dance forms in India. Kalarippayattu or Kalari for short is considered one of the
world’s oldest martial art. There have been many great practitioners of Indian
Martial Arts including Bodhidharma who supposedly brought Indian martial arts
to China.
The Indian Classical music has gained worldwide recognition but recently,
western music is too becoming very popular in our country. Fusing Indian music
along with western music is encouraged among musicians. More Indian dance
shows are held globally. The number of foreigners who are eager to learn
Bharatanatyam is rising. Western dance forms such as Jazz, Hip hop, Salsa,
Ballet have become common among Indian youngsters.



Nuclear Families: The increasing migration coupled with financial
independence has led to the breaking of joint families into nuclear ones. The
western influence of individualism has led to an aspirational generation of
youth. Concepts of national identity, family, job and tradition are changing
rapidly and significantly.



Marriage System and Values: Additionally, marriages in comparison to earlier
times have lost their values and morality. It is especially obvious from the
expanding number of separation cases and extra-marital affairs reported every
now and then. Marriage used to be considered as bonding of souls which will be
connected even after the demise of the partners; yet today marriage resembles an
expert bond or a purported pledge to share existence without bargaining their
self-interests. Traditional ways of arranged marriages by the parents consent has
been replaced by marriage by own liking by the partners. The sense of self
factor into the Indian youth is again a result of globalization.



Infidelity: Both the genders had to maintain a distance as much as possible, with
numerous confinements and impediments for a very long time in our culture and
way of life. With the rise of globalization and western culture, youth have begun
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mixing up well with each other. The cordial approach and the mingling are
apparent. The aggregate breakout of restrictions has tainted the Indian mentality,
playing up with the physical relationship. A new type of relationship concepts
namely live-in-relationship has emerged. Additionally the exaggerated cases of
sexual offense cases are the results of the perverted mind that are very much the
values considerably alien to our mother culture.


Festivals and Social Values: We have the included values of treating the guests
as God, warm-hearted welcoming, greeting elders with due respect and a
celebrating every small festival with great colour of enjoyment and togetherness.
Such a wide gathering with full shade and light can barely be seen today.
Individuals have profoundly limited themselves in social collaboration. The
relation in present generation is exceptionally conciliatory thinking about the
money related status and riches. We are losing our social morals and ideals and
happy moments of harmony and peace. The present age generation is glad
observing Valentine's Day and friendship day than Holi and Diwali.
Traditionally namaste, namaskar or touching of feet of elders is a common way
of greeting in the Indian subcontinent. But in modern times ‘Hi’, ‘Hello’ is used
to greet people in place of Namaskar.



Old Age Vulnerability: The rise of nuclear families has reduced the social
security that the joint family provided. This has led to greater economic, health
and emotional vulnerability of old age individuals.



Pervasive Media: There is greater access to news, music, movies, videos from
around the world. Foreign media houses have increased their presence in India.
India is part of the global launch of Hollywood movies which is very well
received here. It has a psychological, social and cultural influence on our
society.



McDonaldization: A term denoting the increasing rationalization of the routine
tasks of everyday life. It becomes manifested when a culture adopts the
characteristics of a fast-food restaurant. McDonaldization is a
reconceptualization of rationalization, or moving from traditional to rational
modes of thought, and scientific management.



Walmartization: A term referring to profound transformations in regional and
global economies through the sheer size, influence, and power of the big-box
department store WalMart. It can be seen with the rise of big businesses which
have nearly killed the small traditional businesses in our society.

Check your progress
Note:
i.

1.1

Write your answer in the space given below
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ii.

Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit.

Q1. What is McDonaldization ?
Ans-

1.5

LET US SUM UP



Globalization is the process of interaction and integration among people,
companies, and governments worldwide.



Globalization has accelerated since the 18th century due to advances
in transportation and communication technology. This increase in global
interactions has caused a growth in international trade and the exchange of ideas
and culture.



Indian culture is very rich for its legacy and assets, and the warm approach of its
residents. India is bunch of flowers consisting of various religion, languages,
food, cuisine and edibles, convention, custom, music, craftsmanship and
architecture and so forth, packaged into a solitary unit of patriotism and
solidarity.



McDonaldization is a reconceptualization of rationalization, or moving from
traditional to rational modes of thought, and scientific management.

1.6

GLOSSARY



McDonaldization - McDonaldization of society is a phenomenon that occurs
when society, its institutions, and its organizations are adapted to have the same
characteristics that are found in fast-food chains.



Walmartization- A term referring to profound transformations in regional and
global economies through the sheer size, influence, and power of the big-box
department store WalMart.

1.7

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

Ans to Q1- McDonaldization term denoting the increasing rationalization of the
routine tasks of everyday life. It becomes manifested when a culture adopts the
characteristics of a fast-food restaurant. It is a reconceptualization of rationalization,
or moving from traditional to rational modes of thought, and scientific management.
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1.8



1.9











MODEL QUESTIONS
Briefly explain cultural globalisation?
Define the concept of Walmartization?
Critically examine the impact of globalization on Indian society and culture.
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INTRODUCTION

In this unit we will try to understand the concept of globalisation and education .Also
able to known the various impact of globalisation on Indian education system.
Globalization is an important development that changed deeply the world in modern
history. It is seen that a new era starts and nations face huge changes in their social,
economic and cultural ways, and it is obvious that it comes into our society new
concepts and values and they carry new problems and perspectives for the nations in
the process of globalization.
In global world, information society is another important concept, it needs creative
individuals, and governments should only train in school the individuals to adopt the
new values and developing student’s ability to acquire, and use knowledge gains
importance in the process of globalization. However, Learners can develop their
critical thinking skills, obtain democratic values and ethics and apply their
knowledge independently in an effectively designed teaching-learning environment.
Additionally, future universities and other institutions are not thought only for the
young, they are expected to become more open to people of all ages who wish to
further their education, this is inevitable in the globalized world.
2.2

GLOBALIZATION AND EDUCATION

Globalization has a close relation with education. As education has an important
place in shaping a society, globalization has to be connected with education and the
global activities have a deep impact on it. Globalization of the world economies is
leading to increase emphasis on internationalization of the subjects included in a
7

course of study in school. It also creates the opportunities for new partnerships in
research and teaching with agencies and institutions across the world.
Globalization is one of most powerful worldwide forces that are transforming the
basis of business competition, paradoxically harkening an era in which small, local
communities of practice may lead to a prominent structural form. Communities of
practice impeach organizations to build, share and apply deeply of competence
required to compete in a knowledge-based global economy. In every area, humanity
lives an increase and rapid change. New challenges force social, economic and
cultural values. In the field of education a lot of changes are expected duties of
schools is to ameliorate the individual’s appropriateness with the concept of
globalization that changes traditional structure of education, which is one of the main
rapid changes today in universities and other institutions that are redoubling their
efforts to respond to social change.
Gordon outlines the importance of higher education in the learning society by
attributing the report of the National Committee of Inquiry into Higher Education as
follows:
Gordon, 1999remarked that, “Higher education is principal to the social, economic
and cultural health of the nation. It will contribute not only through the intellectual
development of students and by preparing them for work, but also by adding to the
world’s store of knowledge and understanding”.
Education is important not only for the full development of one’s personality, but
also for the sustained growth of the nation. Education is an important investment in
building human capital that is a driver for technological innovation and economic
growth. It is only through improving the educational status of a society that the
multifaceted development of its people can be ensured Basically Indian Education
system is composed of three components and they are Primary education, Secondary
education and Higher education. Today, in the age of privatization, globalization and
liberalization, India is exposed to the world in all spheres. In the present competitive
world, expansion, excellence and inclusion are the three challenges of Indian
education system. The age old system of education has to be reformed. Practical
knowledge should be given more priority than theoretical knowledge.
2.4

INDIAN EDUCATION SYSTEM

Indian education has its own history of development. In the earlier times, Gurukulas
dominated the society, which emphasized the traditional and cultural education,
which had its own restriction. But Indian education system got an impetus after the
invasion of the British. Western education exerted its influence on the Indian
education system, under the British rule. Scientific and technological education
gained more importance than traditional and cultural education in this era. But in the
post-independence period, our constitution made the education a fundamental right
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and enacted a law for compulsory education up to 14 years. Today higher education
gives more importance to survival in this competitive world.
Today is the age of privatization, globalization and liberalization; India is exposed to
the world in all spheres. In the present competitive world, expansion, excellence and
inclusion are the three challenges of Indian education system. The age old system of
education has to be reformed. Practical knowledge should be given more priority
than theoretical knowledge.
2.5

IMPACT OF GLOBALIZATION ON INDIAN EDUCATION

Because of the commercialization, Educational sector has been more commonly
described as not service sector, but education industry. The free market philosophy
has already entered the educational sphere in a big way. Commercialization of
education is the order of the day. Commercial institutions offering specialized
education have come up everywhere. In view of globalization, many corporate
universities, both foreign and Indian, are encroaching upon our government
institutions. Once these institutions turn self-financing, their prices would be
benchmarked against their global counterparts, which would be affordable to the
same top layer of the society. As the job markets become acutely narrow, the
polarization between the elite and nonelite would be clearly discernible. Meanwhile,
various kinds of price barriers would be imposed to prevent the entry of the non-elite
like the downtrodden and poor communities. Further, Corporatisation has
transformed the education sector into an enterprise for profits.
Beyond a small group of elite institutions, few Indian institutions are globally
accredited or recognized. Thus, the competition for a handful of elite institutions is
severe. The Indian education system is not able to mobilize funds from its students at
home. By some accounts, Indian students, whose fees are paid by their parents, have
become a net subsidizer of British higher education; the largest number of foreign
students in the US come from India, some 80,000; and there are even an estimated
5,000 Indian medical students in China. Many of the best students go abroad.
Globalization has made education an extraordinary business opportunity with a great
impact on employment. In the current scenario, Universities from different parts of
the world want to join hands with Indian Universities and be a part of India's
lucrative economic strength. Partnership, Academic Exchanges, Joint Ventures,
Research Collaboration, just about everything short of building a campus on Indian
soil (illegal) are the ways in which Universities in the UK are seeking a stake in
India.
Large Industrial Organizations like Tata’s, Reliance, Essars or the Associations like
CII, FICCI, SIAM & ACMA start the initiatives to start Institutes of Excellence
throughout India with collaborations from Institutes like Harvard School of
Business, MIT in USA & London School of Economics. There are certain
advantages in Recruiting Overseas Students like students will get international
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exposure and they will develop skills such as talking to industry, making
presentations and dealing with senior managers. Recruiting overseas students is a
way of getting financial advantage for the universities.
2.5.1 Social Exclusion
The problems of Indian education centre on financing, equity and excellence. As
these problems have been confounded by rapid globalization that requires only
educated manpower, the traditionally excluded social groups, which are way behind
the advanced groups in their access to education, are now victims of a double
whammy. In fact, the introduction of ‘cost recovery’ principles that results in a hike
in fees contributes to reduction in the burden of the government in financing higher
education. Further, privatization of higher education makes it expensive such that it
is beyond the reach of lower income groups. Inadequate income implies denial of
opportunity of the benefits of higher education whereas the denial of access to higher
education results in the lack of fair opportunities to improve income.
The children of the poor and socially disadvantaged have been denied English
medium school education. Decades of under-investment in education have created
shocking shortages of buildings, laboratories, libraries, sanitary facilities and even
drinking water and sanitation facilities in the nations decaying education sector
especially in Government Schools.
The rapid growth of the software development and electronic communications
industries is one of the few achievements of Indian industry in post independence
India. Further, because of strong hold of the English language in MNCs and
corporate circles, the divide between rural and urban is almost complete in the field
of education. In consequence, this great reservoir of skills and expertise offers the
opportunity to utilize them for the spread of quality education through several
technologies.
2.6

CHALLENGES
EDUCATION

POSED

BY

GLOBALIZATION

ON

INDIAN

In the world of unequal opportunities, idea and knowledge are the emerging factors
that decide development or lack of it, education cannot be left entirely to market
forces. Further, market needs should be kept in view while developing the
curriculum. The element of productivity orientation should guide the formulation of
curriculum framework. It is also necessary that while deciding about the fee structure
and other student levies, the tendency towards commercialization of education
should be guarded against.
2.6.1 Globalization poses challenges like
 Faculty Shortage
 Quality of education
 Incentive structures
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As the world moves on to forging an information society founded on education,
India cannot remain behind as a non-competitive knowledge economy. India has to
create an environment that does not produce industrial workers and labourers but
fosters knowledge workers. Such people must be at the cutting edge of knowledge
workers and, in turn, placing India in the vanguard in the information age.
This is not to argue that the opportunities opened up by information technology are
to be shunned, but to suggest its creative incorporation in the system of education. At
the same time it is necessary to recognize the fact that the educational conditions
created by information technology are pregnant with the possibilities of intellectual
colonization. The breaking of the geographical barriers and communication
restrictions are indeed healthy attributes of knowledge dissemination, but it cannot
be divorced from the economic and political contexts of knowledge production.
Indian education system is one of the most tightly controlled in the world. The
government regulates who you can teach, what you can teach them and what you can
charge them. It also has huge regulatory bottlenecks. There are considerable entry
barriers: Universities can be set up only through acts of legislation, approval
procedures for starting new courses are cumbersome, syllabi revision is slow, and
accreditation systems are extremely weak and arbitrary. The regulators permit
relatively little autonomy for institutions and variation amongst them.
The shortage of quality institutions is a product of India’s regulatory structures.
Increased public investment that the government has promised is absolutely
necessary to increase access.
Quotas became a symbol of the state’s power over Indian education: its propensity to
hoist its own purposes upon academic institutions regardless of their impact on the
quality of these institutions. Globalization requires two contradictory transformations
in the state: On the one hand, successful globalization requires that the state invest
heavily in increasing access to education. But in higher education, globalization also
requires the state to respect the autonomy of institutions so that a diversity of
experiments can find expression, so that institutions have the flexibility to do what it
takes to retain talent in a globalized world and, above all, respond quickly to growing
demand. Globalization demands a paradigm shift in the regulation of higher
education. In India the debate has only just begun.
There is a mismatch between the supply and demand. As for Indian universities they
function today without even the basic minimum facilities and with teachers who
have no access to the latest advances in their disciplines. These institutions churn out
students who complete their education as outcastes even in their own chosen area of
knowledge. What these institutions offer is unacceptable to the fast growing affluent
Indian middle class. The situation is likely to aggravate in coming days with the
UGC reportedly being deprived of its funding functions and the introduction of an
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accreditation system which would stamp many an institution as academic slums
without ever the possibility of a honourable redemption. Understandably education is
a fertile land for investment, particularly if it comes with a foreign tag.
Check your progress 2.1
Note:
i.
ii.

Write your answer in the space given below
Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit.

Q1. What are the challenges posed by Globalization on Indian Education?
Ans-

2.7

LET US SUM UP



Globalization has a close relation with education. As education has an important
place in shaping a society, globalization has to be connected with education and
the global activities have a deep impact on it.



Gordon, 1999remarked that, “Higher education is principal to the social,
economic and cultural health of the nation. It will contribute not only through
the intellectual development of students and by preparing them for work, but
also by adding to the world’s store of knowledge and understanding”.



Gurukulas dominated the society, which emphasized the traditional and cultural
education, which had its own restriction.



Large Industrial Organizations like Tata’s, Reliance, Essars or the Associations
like CII, FICCI, SIAM & ACMA start the initiatives to start Institutes of
Excellence throughout India with collaborations from Institutes like Harvard
School of Business, MIT in USA & London School of Economics.



The problems of Indian education centre on financing, equity and excellence. As
these problems have been confounded by rapid globalization that requires only
educated manpower, the traditionally excluded social groups, which are way
behind the advanced groups in their access to education, are now victims of a
double whammy.
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2.8

GLOSSARY

Knowledge - acts, information, and skills acquired through experience or education;
the theoretical or practical understanding of a subject.
Equity - The quality of being fair and impartial. Exam-“equity of treatment"
Digitization- The conversion of text, pictures, or sound into a digital form that can
be processed by a computer, exam-"the digitization of the rare map collection at the
library"
2.9

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

Ans to Q1- the challenges posed by Globalization on Indian Education are;
 Faculty Shortage
 Quality of education
 Incentive structures
2.10

MODEL QUESTIONS

1. What is Globalisation? Briefly examine the role of globalisation on Indian
education.
2. Discuss the Indian education system.
3. Critically explain impact of globalization on Indian education.
2.11
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
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INTRODUCTION

Globalization refers to the historical process by which all the world’s people
increasingly come to live in a single social unit. It implicates religion and religions in
several ways. From religious or theological perspectives, globalization calls forth
religious response and interpretation.
3.2

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

After studying this unit you would able to know;
 Understand meaning of Globalisation and Religion
 Explain the Globalisation and Indian Religion
3.3

GLOBALISATION AND RELIGION

Yet religion and religions have also played important roles in bringing about and
characterizing globalization. Among the consequences of this implication for
religion have been that globalization encourages religious pluralism. Religions
identify themselves in relation to one another, and they become less rooted in
particular places because of diasporas and transnational ties. Globalization further
provides fertile ground for a variety of non-institutionalized religious manifestations
and for the development of religion as a political and cultural resource.
3.4

GLOBALISATION AND INDIAN RELIGION

Globalisation has resulted in economic growth, social change and cultural
transformation. Due to opening of the borders and rapid flow of people, ideas and
technology, religions have come closer to each other. The isolated nature of religion
from other religion has ceased to exist thereby. Regular and unavoidable contact is
15

being established between Indian religion other religions of the world. This has
initiated changes in Indian religion.
There are two contrasting views about the religious change that takes place during
the period of globalisation. One view suggests that Indian religion is marked with
growing tolerance and is adhering to its Basudaiva kutumbakam ideology. The other
view suggests it is adopting a myopic vision and is losing its earlier values and the
early practices of Indian religion are getting eroded.
Indian religion as such had a diverse composition due to external aggression,
missionary activities and colonisation. In spite of the diverse composition of Indian
religion, there were traces of religious exclusion. Secularism was a constitutional
pronunciation and government initiated practice. But Indian religion suffered from
parochialism. There was marked difference and distances between various religious
groups. In the period following globalisation, this distance between religions and
various religious groups is on decline. Secularism is further strengthened due to the
process of flow of people from different religious communities. Modernity has given
a death blow to peoples clinging upon religion. They are becoming more humanist
and developing objective lens to judge situations divorcing their vision from their
religious commitments. Religious explanations for the occurrences have ceased to
exist. Practically, scientific explanations are sought for the actions undertaken.
Indian religion today due to the influence of globalisation promotes merger of
external religious thought and ideas in its body corpus. It has accommodated
diversity not only in its composition, but also in the religious ideals. Many of the
traditional beliefs, values and practices of the Indian are on the verge of change.
Global cultural pluralism is affecting Indian religion. Religion is trying to shed with
its traditional definition and dominance. Bandchoff,(2008) observes that overlapping
but distinctive ethics and interests interact with one another in various religion now
after globalisation. Indian religion is no exception to it.
In an era of globalisation, religion does not serve as a "protective cocoon" for the
people. The people are rising above the concept of community religion based on
local gods, goddesses and having local religious beliefs and practices. Though the
territorial spaces for Indian religions exist for totemism, animism, people get above
such territorial local specific religion and identify themselves with the dominant
religion. Further with the process of globalisation and the concept of global village,
people are getting wedded to the religion of humanity in the place of religion of
community.
Globalisation has collapsed the national borders. This has enabled missionary
activities to flourish in different parts of the country." Indian religion today is
making a leap to information superhighway with the wake of globalisation.
Technological advancements have benefitted Indian religion in a significant way.
For example, websites provide information and explanations about different religions
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to any person regardless of his or her geographical location." Furthermore, television
allows for religious channels that provide visual religious teachings and practices."
To cite some examples are the Astha channel, Jagaran, Sanskar channel, Satsang
channel, Vedic Channel etc preach moral values as the basis of everyday life and
have captured a wide range of audience. They project the scenes from various
religious places. People of remote village areas who fail to make religious
pilgrimage are enabled there by to have a glimpse of such religious places. TV
channels reaffirm people's faith in religion disallowing it to fade away. They project
the important observances. The life telecast made on various occasion starting from
the Kumbha Mela to the Car festival reiterates religious feelings among the people.
The best part of it is that such special observational channels which create a spread
effect of Indian religion and has helped for hiking religious tourism. Religious
pilgrim places have now been converted into religious tourist spots and contribute
significantly to Indian exchequer.
Indian religion has changed itself from traditional religious saints to religious gurus.
There is the growth of God men concept in Indian religion. The God market is fast
growing in India which can be considered as a major development in India religion
after globalisation was initiated in the country. These religious gurus or God men try
to subside the stress among the people arising due to the changing work culture and
fast life arising out of globalisation. Shri Asaram Bapu, Sri Sri Rav Shankar ji, Shri
Ram dev ji, Swami Prabhu pad ji are the good examples of these spiritual gurus.
These gurus are engaged in preaching directly and indirectly to protect Indian
religion from cultural degradation, to ensure welfare of the people. An upcoming
phenomenon is the God men through their cults venturing in to welfare services.
Indian religious gurus are in to educational venture, in setting up hospitals etc. They
are the vehicles for spreading the values of Indian religion to the outside world.
Their ashramas have attracted many foreigners to adopt and practise Indian religion.
But there are instances when Indian religion is marked with putting resistance to the
other religions bringing a clash and conflict with them. Indians are marked to have
turned to religion in search of identity. In such case religion is found to have shed
with its tolerance characteristics and has been used as a weapon to both integrate and
terrorise masses. There is the growth of religious fundamentalism. Religious
consciousness among the Indians is on rise. There is a backlash of religious
parochialism. The traditional religious values like values such as human dignity,
equality, freedom, peace and solidarity are no longer binding the people adhering to
Hinduism.
In political arena, religion is entrenching in a great way. Politics and people are
making a religious appeal. Politics make use of religion for consolidation and for
bringing divisions. When discussing issues such as communal harmony, peace and
security, health issues, poverty and environment, political organisations, parties
generally share many of the basic religious commitments such as –peace, human
dignity, and human equality as well as conflict resolution in which they actively
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engage in negotiation, mediation and diplomacy. Similarly to win votes political
parties, generate parochial feeling among the dominant as well as the minority
religions.
In the years of globalisation, Indian religion is used more as an identity formation
instrument. Religious leaders compete with one another in pointing out to modern
society’s loss of ethical values, rising consumerism, loss of spirituality and increased
corruption, preach, the only answer to the current decay is a return to traditional
values and religious norms. Hence, religion supplies these individuals with a feeling
of being a part of a group that represents their interests and allows them to regain
their traditional sense of who they are. Thus religion becomes an identity supplier to
the social milieu in India in the era of globalisation.
Thus, Indian religion is spongy. It has come under the influence of globalisation.
Policy makers and people have played a significant role in giving it its changing
features. But it is high time to adapt to the positive values to subside the negative
changes in the institutions to avoid the catastrophic effects religion will have on
society.
Check your progress 3.1
Note:
i.
ii.

Write your answer in the space given below
Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit.

Q1. What is Religion?
Ans-

3.5





LET US SUM UP
Religion and religions have also played important roles in bringing about and
characterizing globalization.
Religion and globalisation have always shared a relation of struggle and conflict.
Globalisation stands for increased and daily contact while religions are
becoming more self-conscious for themselves as being the world religions.
Religion thus plays a social role by helping in social causes and successfully
gets greater recognition. Here it presents a direct challenge to globalisation.
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3.6

Indian religion as such had a diverse composition due to external aggression,
missionary activities and colonisation. In spite of the diverse composition of
Indian religion, there were traces of religious exclusion.
In an era of globalisation, religion does not serve as a "protective cocoon" for
the people. The people are rising above the concept of community religion based
on local gods, goddesses and having local religious beliefs and practices.
In political arena, religion is entrenching in a great way. Politics and people are
making a religious appeal. Politics make use of religion for consolidation and
for bringing divisions.
GLOSSARY

Religion- The belief in and worship of a superhuman controlling power, especially a
personal God or gods.
Culture- The ideas, customs, and social behaviour of a particular people or society.
Conflict- A conflict is a struggle or an opposition.
3.7

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS: ANS KEY

Ans to Q1- Religion is a social-cultural system of designated behaviours and
practices, morals, worldviews, texts, sanctified places, prophecies, ethics, or
organizations that relates humanity to supernatural, transcendental, and spiritual
elements.
3.8


3.9






MODEL QUESTIONS
Briefly explain the effect of globalisation on religion?
Explain how globalisation brings religious changes in the society?
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4.1

INTRODUCTION

Globalization is a colourful and ambiguous term. The globalization is an invention of
American business schools. It suggests that only those companies preparing
themselves in good time and without any reservations will be able to survive.
Accordingly, the sole ones having a chance of survival are those who become global
players, expanding their activities on a global scale, instead of restricting themselves
to safeguarding local assets. Globalization does not only refer to the economic
dimension, but also to communication technologies, ecology, organization of work,
culture and the civil society. Globalization can be defined as a complex, economic,
political, cultural and geographical process in which the mobility of capital,
organizations, ideas, discourses and people has taken a global or transactional form
transnational corporations are using the profit motive to guide their factories towards
developing nations in search of “cheap” female labour.
4.2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, you would be able to know;
 Understand the concept of Women and globalisation
 Explain the Globalization’s impact on gender equality
 Evaluate the Positive and negative impact of globalization
4.3

WOMEN & GLOBALISATION

Globalization is the process of growing, developing and expanding the business,
services and technologies throughout the world. Globalization enthusiasts argue, will
translate into higher rates of economic growth and improvements in people’s
standard of living. Globalization is increasing substantially and is creating new
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opportunities for especially developing countries, which are now able to attract
foreign investors and foreign capital.
The current wave of globalization has greatly improved the lives of women
worldwide, particularly the lives of those women in the developing world.
Nevertheless, women remain disadvantaged in many areas of life including
education, employment, health and civil rights. In particular care for women during
maternity is still lacking in many parts of the world. Approximately 529000 women
die annually during pregnancy and childbirth (Gender statistics 2010). Countries
with the lowest maternal mortality rate (deaths per 100000 live births) includes
Estonia (2), Singapore (3) and Greece (3) while the highest mortality rates can be
found in Chad (1100), Somalia (1000) and sierra Leone (890) (CIA world fact book).
To help remedy worldwide gender disparities, the UN’s millennium development
goals prioritize gender equality and empowerment of women.
In the industrialized countries, the process of globalization bears a different impact
on women than on women. Nevertheless, they are not affected as a group, but in
different ways according to their class and ethnicity. More women than men belong
to temporary staff. Those, who drop out of gainful employment, are also
predominantly women. Already in seventies, the international division of labor was
accelerated by transferring labor intensive steps of production of the clothing and
electronic industries from the industrial nations of the north to the countries of south.
Thus, cost of wages and additional wage costs were reduced step by step in the
highly industrialized countries. This happened already at the expense of jobs for
women, as labor intensive production was and still is performed predominantly by
the female gender. Often this is called “remaining work” that could not yet be
replaced by machines, at least not more cost effectively than women do. Women
work in “low wage countries” for a lower wage, as the name already points out, local
companies lead by these low wages.
They are also interested in saving additional wage costs and taxes. And in the “low
wage countries” women work more willingly because only few of them are union
members. Corporations prefer female labor over male labor because women are
considered to be “docile” workers, who are willing to obey production demands at
any price. In developing nations, certain types of work, such as garment assembly is
considered to be an extension of female household roles.
Therefore, cultural influences in developing nations also impacts employment
stratification. Bringing a high demand of employment opportunities for women in
developing nations creates an expeditious change within the social structure of these
societies. Although the demand for female employment brings about an array of
opportunities and sense of independence, the glass ceiling continues to exist with the
“feminization of poverty” (Moghadam 1999).
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GLOBALIZATION’S IMPACT ON GENDER EQUALITY

4.4

India has some of the highest levels of sex discrimination at birth. According to 2017
analysis of demographic data, India will continue to have the worst sex ratio in south
Asia even in 2050. The 943 girls for 1000 boys’ ratio (2011) have urged the
government to take action in the form of ‘beti bachao, beti padhao’ programme to
provide survival, safety & education to the girl child. It can diminish countries
ability to compete internationally – particularly for countries with export potential in
goods and services with high female employment, moreover, gender inequality can
also hurt country’s international standing. All the factors strengthen the incentives
for policy action towards gender equality around the world. But in the absence of
public policy, globalization alone cannot reduce gender inequality. The new forces
associated with globalization – understood as the combination of economic
integration, technological diffusion and greater access to information have operated
through markets, formal institutions and informal institutions to lift some of the
constraints to greater gender equality.


Trade openness and the diffusion of new information and communication
technologies have translated into more jobs and stronger connections to
markets for many women, increasing their access to economic opportunities.



Greater access to information has allowed many to learn about life and mores
in other parts, possibly affecting attitude and behaviours.

4.4.1 Positive Impact of Globalization on Women
Globalization has increased the exports of different countries and wages in export
sectors are much higher than other sectors and in many cases women get higher
wages than men in formal industrial sectors. So globalization has increase average
wages of women, also the bigger portion of wages goes to women. With
globalization, women’s employment opportunities have increase, and now they are
also contributing in family expenses which support the creation of new resources and
raise the level of income of family. Along with increase in family income, with the
help of globalization, social choices of women has increased. Women do lot of
family work without any wages, at the same time that all women’s work all over the
world is not valued or undervalued the paid work has increased women’s social
choices and life choices, in addition to giving them self-confidence and increasing
their morale. More and more countries participate in international economy through
exports, creates new employment opportunities. Many countries, especially low
income countries, have increased its participation in international trade.
If the agricultural work is done with traditional methods, this trend has very serious
gender implications. In small farms where crops are grown in traditional way, the
demand for women’s work is very high, but their wages are low. The increase of
profitability of cash crops in the international markets increases the independence of
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women. Because of globalization, there are structural changes in agricultural
production. Many countries started manufacturing of agricultural products to
increase their export values and it is especially for women, who got benefitted from
this because these activities are a good source of high wages than working in their
family farms. Women health conditions are also improved by working in companies
rather than farms. By working in family farms, women paid nothing or very low
wages but women get higher wages while working in companies especially in export
industries.
While talking about impact of globalization on women, we cannot ignore the impact
of service sector. At present time, service sector is the most important sector. It will
not be wrong to say; service sector is equally important to industrial sector. Some
service sectors like communication & information technology are achieving the same
progress achieved by industrial sector. In terms of output, this sector is considered to
be largest sector of all the economic sectors in terms of output and the employment
opportunities which is provides in many countries. By working in informal sector,
specially small business is considered the most important income source for the poor
women. In some of the fastest growing service sectors, demand for female
employment is increasing like data processing sector, industrial export sector,
airlines, railways, banks and insurance companies. In developed countries due to
expansion in the service sector, women get plenty of quality work.
Multinational companies offer job without discriminating between men and women
because they work in competitive environment and choose the best employees
regardless of their gender. It motivates more women to get the jobs. Globalization
has opened up many ways for men and women in India. As India was a restricted
economy before 1991. After launching of “liberalization”, ”globalization”,
”privatization” policy, many opportunities in the form of new jobs are available for
women. With globalization women are getting higher wages, which raises selfconfidence and independency among them. Globalization has the power to uproot
the traditional views towards women so they can take an equal stance in society. As
India is a agriculturist country, women get many opportunities to increase their
income level in agriculture sector. Women’s ratio in agriculture work is more than as
compared to men. Not only in agriculture sector, women are getting benefits from
industrial sector and service sector too. After the globalization has emerged, it has
increased the living standard of people and specially for women.
4.4.2 Negative Impact of Globalization on Women
Women work two full time jobs. As they moved to work places but their household
responsibilities have not been decreased. For household responsibilities they paid
nothing. Women double responsibilities – long working hours at work place along
with attending household chores like cooking, baby care hinders their performance
and came in the way of success. Although some women enjoy the freedom of
delaying marriage, they soon realize that this form of independence might actually
be a burden because finding a husband later in life is not as easy as in their youth.
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Moreover women are exploited by paying lower wages than men. This is not a single
problem, women are facing at work place, due to sexual harassment at work place,
many women resist to work. The position of urban women is better than women
living in rural areas. Due to illiteracy and unawareness rural area women are more
exploited than urban area women. No doubt globalization has paved many ways for
women to improve. Globalization has promoted equality between the sexes,
something that Indian women have been struggling with their entire life but still it
has many negative consequences.
The rising trend of globalization has not lifted everybody. Gender differences in
endowments, time use patterns, access to productive inputs and agency have muted
positive impacts for some and added to inequalities between men and women.
Gender differences in education have limited women’s access to new employment
opportunities. In agriculture, besides having a positive impact on productivity,
education improves farmer’s capacity to adopt new methods of improving results.
But because of lower education levels, female producers experience more constraints
in accessing international markets than males. Gender responsibilities can prevent
women from seizing new opportunities in the commercial sector, if no other
household member can take on their duties. That is particularly true when new
opportunities arise in formal sector, where longer working hours and fixed schedules
are prevailing.
Women’s weaker property rights and limited access to productive inputs also
constrain their capacity to benefit from trade openness. Gender norms for mobility
and women role in economic sphere can disproportionately affect women’s access to
technology. At home, men often control television remotes, radios, and mobile
phones. At work, men think that a computer is something; women cannot learn to
operate. If decreased government revenues are compensated through decreased
social services, women are more directly affected than men. Many new jobs in
growth sectors have low wages, insecure tenure and limited training or promotional
prospects. These conditions may be exacerbated by the relaxation of labor standards
as a means to attract investment. Some gender obstacles hinders the effect of
women’s paid work, sometimes businessmen cut down the women wages, women
sometimes have to give all her wages or part of it to her family , which increase
gender inequalities.
In agriculture, gender impact on trade differs according to the type of agriculture &
region. For example; in Asia and Latin America, women almost do not have any
rights in the agriculture system. The farmer’s chance to enter the export sector leads
to conflicts with respect to gender because the returns are always biased against
women. Some studies suggested that the gender impact of the expansion of industrial
production and export is stronger in low income countries than in the medium
income countries, where the expansion of trade caused the increase of women
employment, but in the medium income countries women are employed and men
still get the better paid jobs. Export opportunities are not available in equal manner
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to women all over the world. In some countries, women can enter the international
market like men, but it is noticed that in some countries women adapt slower than
men to the export opportunities.
There are several reasons responsible for women slower growth like restrictions on
women for getting the necessary loans, inputs and access to marketing channels
compared to men, which decreases their ability to move to large scale of production.
As service sector is offering many benefits to women but the benefit is limited
because very few employment opportunities are offered by service sector to poor
uneducated women, compared to those offered by industrial and agricultural sector.
Moreover women are employed for middle and lower managerial level, but women’s
participation in the higher managerial level in the private sector is still limited.
Globalization has provided for an easier means of exploiting those living in poverty
who are seeking better lives, it also has provided for dramatic improvements in
transportation and communications with which to facilitate the physical processing
of persons. Within the past two decades, globalization has created a tremendous
impact on the lives of women’s in developing nations. Globalization has improved
the living standard of Indian women, due to media and advertisements people needs
are increased. Therefore women need to work and contribute to the household
income to afford a good lifestyle. So many nonprofit organizations are working for
women empowerment. These organizations have given women the skill they need to
advance such as literacy and vocational skills. The self-employed women’s
association in India is a union of women laborers willing to work hard and seize any
work opportunities they might get. Globalization has aided their opportunities in
many ways.
SEWA has established a women’s co- operative bank with 125000 members and
with the help of globalization, they have even reached the women in rural areas of
India. Markets in different areas can now be reached by Indian women who have a
part in business.
Women for women, an international organization has empowered women around the
world, particularly in Asia and Africa through education, medical aid and
development. These women are encouraged to become leaders in their own
communities and also these women encourage other community members to find
their voices and increase involvement in social and economic development. NGOs
have been a prime actor in educating women and producing some great leaders in
our global society today. Although women may feel aisense of empowerment but
their wages are substantially low in comparison to their male counterpart. As India’s
75 percent population is living in rural areas and is uneducated and has conservative
thinking. Only a small portion of women work in stores, factories and companies.
The informal sector is very important for women. There are estimates that over 90
percent of working women are involved in informal sector. These jobs are unskilled
and low paying but still they feel sense of empowerment.
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Women have now not only found their place in work places but also want their part
in governance. The voice of women is increasingly heard in parliament, courts.
While women in the west had to fight for over a century to get some of their basic
rights, like the right to vote, the constitution of India gave women equal rights with
men from the beginning. Unfortunately, women in this country are mostly unaware
of their rights because of illiteracy and the oppressive traditions. Media has also
played an incredible role in upgrading women’s standard of living.
4.5

LET US SUM UP



Globalization can be defined as a complex, economic, political, cultural and
geographical process in which the mobility of capital, organizations, ideas,
discourses and people has taken a global or transactional form transnational
corporations are using the profit motive to guide their factories towards
developing nations in search of “cheap” female labour.



Approximately 529000 women die annually during pregnancy and childbirth
(Gender statistics 2010). Countries with the lowest maternal mortality rate
(deaths per 100000 live births) includes Estonia (2), Singapore (3) and Greece
(3) while the highest mortality rates can be found in Chad (1100), Somalia
(1000) and sierra Leone (890) (CIA world fact book ).



According to 2017 analysis of demographic data, India will continue to have the
worst sex ratio in south Asia even in 2050.



The 943 girls for 1000 boys’ ratio (2011) have urged the government to take
action in the form of ‘beti bachao, beti padhao’ programme to provide survival,
safety & education to the girl child.



SEWA has established a women’s co- operative bank with 125000 members and
with the help of globalization, they have even reached the women in rural areas
of India. Markets in different areas can now be reached by Indian women who
have a part in business.

4.6

GLOSSARY

Gender Equality- Gender equality, also known as sexual equality or equality of the
sexes, is the state of equal ease of access to resources and opportunities regardless of
gender, including economic participation and decision-making; and the state of
valuing different behaviours, aspirations and needs equally, regardless of gender.
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SEWA- Self-Employed Women's Association, meaning "service" in several Indian
languages, is a trade union based in Ahmedabad, India that promotes the rights of
low-income, independently employed female workers.
4.8



4.9





MODEL QUESTIONS
Explain Globalization’s impact on gender equality
Discuss about the Positive impact of globalization on women
Discuss the Negative impact of globalization on women
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